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Haspel blocking documents

Another deep state agent. Gina Cheri Walker Haspel - Never trust a whore with four names. Source: ZeroHedge Federalist co-founder Sean Davis reports that CIA Director Gina Haspel is personally blocking the release of documents that show what actually happened to Russiagate. This isn't just a
scandal about Democrat projections, it's a scandal about what was a coup planned against the incoming administration at the highest level and I can report here tonight that these declassifications have come out, Davis told FOX News host Tucker Carlson on Wednesday. It wasn't easy to get out and
there are a lot more waiting to get out. Unfortunately these reports and declassifications, according to multiple sources I've spoken to, are blocked by CIA Director Gina Haspel, who himself was the main link between Washington and London, Davis said. As head of John Brennan's London station during
the 2016 election. Recall that it was London where Christopher Steele did all this work. And I said it was Gina Haspel personally who blocked the continued declassification of these documents that will show the American people the truth about what actually happened. CIA Director Haspel personally
blocked the declassification of Russiagate TD documents Sean Davis, co-founder of the Federalist, announced Wednesday night that CIA Director Gina Haspel is allegedly blocking the declassification and disclosure of critical documents related to trump's FBI surveillance in 2016. I can report here tonight
that these declassifications that came out, you weren't easy to get out and there's actually a lot more waiting to get out, Davis told Fox News host Tucker Carlson. Unfortunately, these reports and declassifications, according to multiple sources I spoke to, are blocked by CIA Director Gina Haspel, who
himself was the main link between Washington and London as head of the London station for the CIA John Brennan during the 2016 election. Recall that it was London where Christopher Steele did all this work, Davis continued. And I said it's Gina Haspel personally who blocks the continued
declassification of these documents that will show the American people the truth about what actually happened. Davis said he believes one of the reasons that some U.S. officials are making it difficult to declassify the documents is because they are likely implicated in the documents, adding that their
careers could be damaged based on what is contained in the documents. Davis's report comes after Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe declassified a document yesterday that U.S. officials had referred then-Democrat presidential candidate Hillary Clinton to an FBI investigation into her alleged
endorsement of a plan involving U.S. presidential candidate Donald Trump and Russian hackers defending the U.S. election as a means of distracting the public from her use of private mail The report came in a letter ratcliffe sent to Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Lindsey Graham (R-SC).
Ratcliffe's letter contained three main points: In late July 2016, U.S. intelligence agencies obtained an analysis of Russian intelligence that alleged that U.S. presidential candidate Hillary Clinton approved a campaign plan to unleash a scandal against U.S. presidential candidate Donald Trump by tying him
to Putin and the Russians by hacking the Democratic National Committee. IC does not know the accuracy of this claim or the extent to which analysis by Russian intelligence services may reflect exaggeration or production. According to his handwritten remarks, former Director of Central Intelligence
[John] Brennan subsequently briefed President Obama and other senior national security officials on intelligence, including Hillary Clinton's alleged agreement on July 26, 2016, about a proposal by one of her foreign policy advisers to disparate Donald Trump by unleashing a scandal alleging interference
by Russian security services. On September 7, 2016, U.S. intelligence officials forwarded investigative advice to FBI Director James Comey and Deputy Director of Counterintelrism Peter Strzok regarding the approval of a plan involving U.S. presidential candidate Donald Trump and Russian hackers that
prevents the U.S. election as a means of distracting the public from using a private mail server. As stated in his letter of 24 September 2020 to your committee, Attorney-General [William] Barr has announced that the disclosure of this information will not interfere with the ongoing Ministry of Justice
investigation, Ratcliffe added. Additional disclosure and disclosure of related intelligence is still envisaged. However, IC welcomes the opportunity to provide classified information with further details according to your convenience. Watch: Federalist co-founder Sean Davis reports that CIA Director Gina
Haspel is blocking the publication and declassification of critical documents related to the Obama FBI, which oversees Trump's 2016 campaign pic.twitter.com/BSckBzRYNb - Ryan Saavedra (@RealSaavedra) October 1, 2020 Scroll down to leave a comment and share your thoughts. The Leading Glock
Forum and Community - GlockTalk.com Home Forums &gt; Political &amp; Other Important Issues &gt; Political Issues &gt; Discussion in 'Political Issues' started by DonGlock26, Oct 1, 2020. (To reply, you need to sign in or register.) The Leading Glock Forum and Community - GlockTalk.com Home
Forums &gt; Political &amp; Other Important Issues &gt; Political Issues &gt; Investigative Reporter John Solomon said in an interview Thursday night with FOX Business host Lou Dobbs that CIA Director Gina Haspel is blocking the release of requested documents classified to protect the agency's
reputation like Christopher Wray is doing for the FBI. Let's start with that Gina Haspel, director of the CIA, is blocking, blocking the declassified of several important documents and refusing to allow their disclosure. Your thoughts? Dobbs asked. It's a continuation of the slow walk that she and [FBI] Director
Wray and other deep state bureaucrats at the State Department have done over the past two years, Solomon said. They tried to prevent this case of Russia from falling apart, the Ukrainian case fell apart, a carefully crafted false narrative they gave to the American people. But it's a very simple fix. I think
what's really going on here is protecting the REPUTATION of the CIA, just as Chris Wray was protecting the FBI's reputation, he said. The American people deserve responsibility. This is one of the biggest scandals in American history. The President of the United States has the opportunity tomorrow to
say to Gina Haspel: 'I heard you, I canceled you. I'll order the release of these documents. It's in President Trump's hands. It's the ultimate declassification of authority, and to hear that she's objecting means nothing. If the president wants to repeal it, he can do it with a pen punch, and we can get these
documents out. Is it your judgment that days can cancel it and move to declassify these documents? It is by law in theory Gina Haspel reports to the ODNI. I think when the CIA director herself is involved in raising personally, as these reports suggest, and what I've heard personally is about getting an
escalation on the president for a final decision. Yes, John Ratcliffe could do it, too, but the president could short-circuit it. If he wants these documents out, he could sign the document tomorrow to order their release, and they will be declassified. Do you believe Gina Haspel will follow orders? Do you think
the CIA, which played a central role in Obamagate for more than four years, will follow orders? Where are we now as a nation? This is crucial for this whole election. Is this government under the control of the man we elected president, or is it a deep state, is it the Obama White House and the shadows
that have occupied our government and our politics and this president for the last nearly five years? Listen, there are people in all these agencies, political plants that have been going on for a long time. We've already dealt with it. I suspect that the CIA's concerns in some sections are dealing with
resources and methods. That's a legitimate thing, you don't want to give up. But there is a way to declassify these documents and protect resources and methods. I think what's really going on here is protecting the CIA's reputation, just as Chris Wray is protecting the FBI's reputation. The American people
deserve responsibility. This is one of the biggest scandals in American history. Haspel, who was head of the Spy Agency in London in 2016 and 2017 under former CIA Director John Brennan, is concerned and the disclosure of documents related to what the CIA did during the 2016 general election - as
well as the transition period in 2017 - could not only damage the CIA's reputation, but potentially interfere with Haspel herself, several senior U.S. officials said in reports. Haspel and [FBI Director Christopher] Wray both want Trump to lose because it's the only chance they have to keep their jobs, one
senior intelligence official who requested anonymity said. They're banking on Biden winning and keeping them where they are. Haspel has been identified as one of the main obstacles to declassifying material proving that the U.S. intelligence community knew of false allegations that Trump conspired with
Russia before the 2016 general election. BREAKING: CIA Director Gina Haspel Blocking Declassifying Critical Documents Related To Russia Investigation, Report Says pic.twitter.com/fWts6lVOLS - The Daily Wire (@realDailyWire) October 1, 2020 President Trump's director of national intelligence, John
Ratcliffe, last week published a declassified summary that revealed that Russian intelligence officials knew that former Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton planned to smear Mr. Trump as a Russian agent to avert the Clinton email scandal. Declassified information suggests that Clinton hired a



foreign agent who worked for a sanctioned but connected Russian to spread false rumors about Trump's campaign. One of the main sources of intelligence was suspected of being a Russian spy. It's more important for Haspel to block any embarrassment to himself or his agency than to have full
transparency and accountability, one senior intelligence official told reporters. She just hopes she can get through the election so the documents never come out. This is not a question of protecting resources, it is an embarrassing problem. The same senior intelligence officials say Haspel repeatedly lied
to the White House about the status of the document, claiming that Haspel repeatedly offered unsubstantiated excuses for not presenting specific documents. At one point Haspel falsely claimed he could not physically find the documents. Haspel repeatedly lied to the president about the status of the
documents to be declassified, one intelligence source said. She will claim that they don't know where they are or which agency they technically own, and then we find out that she had them all the time and just didn't want them to see the light of day. Tags: CIADNIGina HaspelMike PompeoRusky
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